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BloomBoard, Inc. (“BBI”) is a nationally recognized vendor with a core focus in supporting the preparation,
advancement, and retention, of PreK-12 educators. We partner with school districts across the country to embed
educator advancement programs into the day-to-day logistics of the classroom.  Our fully accredited, competency-
based degree and certification programs recognize and respect educators’ time, attract and retain strong talent, and
help district leaders sustainably develop their educator pipelines. We work with a portfolio of higher education
institutions to offer our district partners affordable apprenticeship and residency-like degree and certification programs
that develop educators’ skills and advance their careers through our unique on-the-job learning model. BBI’s partner
institutions use our web-based software-as-a-service platform (the “BBI Platform”) to engage participants in the
portfolio-based learning programs, with tools to facilitate the review of portfolio submissions and the issuance of digital
badges. BBI and our faculty partners support participants engaging in the programs by offering concurrent training and
facilitation services. By completing a course on the BBI Platform, participants prove through a portfolio of evidence that
they have demonstrated the competencies required for that pedagogical or content-specific area. BBI's IHE partners
provide faculty oversight for all coursework and issue credit hours and degrees to successful participants.
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

210101 Technology Solutions, Products and Services 05/31/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

210101

Jim Martin Head of District (410) 963-1078 jim.martin@bloomboard.com

Kristin Udvari Director of Proposals (503) 504-4517 kristin@bloomboard.com
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